Mini Rows Garden
Each Row of this garden contains two
answers reading across, except for
Rows A and L, which each have one
answer reading across the nine
protruding squares; it is up to you to
determine where the dividing line is
between two answers in the same
Row. The answers to the Bloom clues
are to be placed in the appropriately
shaded hexagons, starting in any space
and reading either clockwise or
counterclockwise. The Bloom clues
have been alphabetized, so use the
Row answers to determine where to
plant each Bloom.
A
B
C

D
E
F
G
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I
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L

Rows
Chinese ____ (Guns N' Roses
album)
What you "eat" when you lose
face (2 wds.)
Pitiable one
Nickname of a regular character
on M*A*S*H
Bizarre, seemingly endless
situation (2 wds.)
Cheese used to make Welsh
rarebit
Periodically recurring
Unofficial title for a monarch's
parent (2 wds.)
Investigate thoroughly
Activity for Michelle Kwan or
Tony Hawk
Members of a certain "college"
Complete reversal (hyph.)
The Sphinx's challenge, say
Nightly occurrence, for most
Aberdeen Terriers, familiarly
Argument ender (2 wds.)
Jean who wrote seven
symphonies
Viennese dance
Gets rid of
Bleak and uninhabited
Office Space prop
Powerball and others
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Light Blooms
Canon product
Dramatic high point
Fanatic
Fillet
Football coach-turnedcommentator John
Fuel-efficient engine type
Layer of tarnish
Like an earworm
Sang without words
The Grim Reaper's weapon
Medium Blooms
Bubble and ____ (English
vegetable dish)
Certain container
Crossword constructor, in
the UK
Depends
Fourth-year college student
Like Reagan, among sitting
presidents

Measure of oil production
Type of seed considered
kitniyot by Jews observing
Passover
Recluse
Shrivel up
Dark Blooms
Cantankerous
Certain figure of speech
Comedian Patton
Concert pieces drawn from
ballet or theatre works
Having a curved shape
Set on fire
To the point
Where something takes
place
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